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Background

As the development of science and technology, combination of
informatization and automation is becoming more intense and wider.

【Combination of informatization and automation】

Informatization

Automation

Internet of 
things

Cyber-physical 
system



Internet of things
 The Internet of Things is the network of physical objects or "things" embedded

with electronics, software, sensors, and connectivity to enable objects to
exchange data with the manufacturer, operator and/or other connected devices.



Cyber-physical system

 A cyber-physical system (CPS) is a system of collaborating computational 
elements controlling physical entities. 

Computing

ControlCommunication

CPS

Systems



Industry 4.0

 The term “Industry 4.0” originates from a project in the high-tech strategy of the 
German government, which promotes the computerization of manufacturing. It 
refers to the fourth industrial revolution. 
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 Nowadays, many countries have similar strategic plans.

United 
States

National strategic plan for advanced 
manufacturing industry

Japan

Union of technology 
and industry

United 
Kingdom

Industry 2050

Industry 4.0



 In China,

Made in China 2025 Internet +

Strategies of China



Methodological results

Networked control systemNetworked control system

Control of complex systemControl of complex system

 Though the combination of informatization and automation brings about 
lots of benefits and opportunities, many challenges confront us, for 
example, how to control plants with the emergence of new technologies? 

 Towards the problems, some methodological results were obtained.



Networked control systems

 Networked control systems
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Obstacle

Formation Tracking Hunting
Obstacle
Avoiding

Networked multi-agent systems

 From a single plant to multi-plant



Control of complex systems

 The concept of complex dynamic systems arises in many research fields
and practical applications, which can be found anywhere.



New trends

 Besides the problems induced by network and complexity, many other
challenges also exist in control systems.

What we demand

More powerful

More intelligent

Better information share

The challenges

More huge and complex

Constraint of computation and 
storage

Constraint of the architecture

 Solution:

Cloud
architecture

Control
systems



New trends

Big dataBig data

Cloud computingCloud computing

 Two typical concepts relating to cloud architecture:



Logistics Intelligent transport

 More and more sensors are used in control systems producing huge data
to be processed. And more complex interaction exists between system
and environment and among system agents. For example, in …

Carpool management
Cloud robotics and automation

Big data



Big data is a huge structured or unstructured data set that is
difficult to compute using a traditional database management
system.

Big data



Big Data

Variety

Structured

Unstructured

Semi-structured

Mixed

Velocity

Batch

Near-time

Real-time

Streams

Volume Size

Big data



Big data analysis 
approaches

Big data analysis 
approaches

Mathematical 
approaches

Mathematical 
approaches

Statistical 
analysis

Statistical 
analysis

Factor 
analysis
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Correlation 

analysis
Correlation 

analysis

Data mining 
approaches
Data mining 
approaches

Regression 
analysis

Regression 
analysis

Clustering 
analysis

Clustering 
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Association 
rule learning
Association 
rule learning

Classificatio
n analysis

Classificatio
n analysis

Machine 
learning
Machine 
learning

Deep 
learning

Deep 
learning

Cloud-based big data processing techniques are widely used.

Big data



The  collection of computer 
resources from multiple locations to 
reach a common goal

Large problems can often be 
divided into smaller ones, which are 
then solved at the same time

The use of distributed systems to 
solve computational problems

Distributed
computing

Parallel
computing

Grid
computing

C
loud
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Cloud computing

It is the commercial realization of these concepts.



Cloud Computing Service

The cloud is a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized resources
(such as hardware, development platforms and/or services). These resources
can be dynamically re-configured to adjust to a variable load (scale), allowing
also for an optimum resource utilization. This pool of resources is typically
exploited by a pay-per-use model in which guarantees are offered by
the Infrastructure Provider.

Cloud computing



Organizational 
Architecture

Organizational 
Architecture

Public

Private

Hybrid

Technical 
Architecture

SaaS

PaaS

IaaS

TechnologiesTechnologies

Virtualization

Parallel 
computing

Service 
orientation

Software as a Service 
(SaaS)
From end user’s point 

of view
Apps are located in 

the cloud
Software experiences 

are delivered 
through the 
Internet

Platform as a Service 
(PaaS)
From developer’s point of 

view (i.e. cloud users)
Cloud providers offer an 

Internet‐based 
platform to 
developers who want 
to create services but 
don't want to build 
their own cloud

Infrastructure as a Service 
(IaaS)
Cloud providers build 

datacenters
Power, scale, hardware, 
networking, storage, 
distributed systems, 
etc

Datacenter as a service
Cloud users rent storage, 

computation, and 
maintenance from cloud 
providers (pay‐as‐you‐go; 
like utility)

Cloud computing



【Characters】

Statically provisioned
data center

Virtual data center
in the cloud

Unused resources

Efficient resource utilization

Utility-based pricing

Cloud computing

Super large scale
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Batch-based

Stream-based

Graph-based

DAG-based

Interactive-based

Visual-based

Cloud computing is one of the best potential solutions to deal with
big data. There are many cloud-based processing techniques.

Cloud computing



Challenges of traditional control systems

New trend of controlled plant

More 
powerful

More 
intelligent

More huge 
and complex

 The difficulty in algorithm design is increasing, and big data is arising.

 Onboard computing, storage devices, and energy are restricted by the plants’
size, shape, power supply, motion mode, and working environment.

 It can complete some complex tasks independently with low cost. Powerful information exchanging and processing capabilities.

 The amount of information a plant has access to is constrained not only by its
processing power, storage space, and the number and type of sensors it carries,
but also by the communication architecture it is in.

 The plant is also constrained by the information observed or computed by
devices in the control loop, and hence limiting its ability to learn. In addition,
the learning process has to be repeated once the environment changes or the
plant team is placed in a new unfamiliar environment.

Control based on 
traditional architecture

……Learning 
constraints

Resource 
constraints

Information 
constraints

Challenge

……



Cloud
architecture

Control
systems

Agents deficient
in computational ability

Multi-agent systems Large scale systems

Big
data

Cloud
computing

Potential advantages of introducing cloud architecture
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Control 
Systems

The aggregate trend of computational 
resource in information field

Cloud Control 
Systems

Cloud

Control
System 1

Control
System 2

. . . 
Control

System n

Definition, benefits and challenges



Primary form：

C
lo

ud

Calculation of 
algorithm

Data storage

Processing and 
analysis of big 

data

Architecture

Cloud 
computing

Cyber-physical 
systems

Relate

Networked control 
systems

Control of complex 
systems

A high degree of combination of cloud computing and cyber‐physical
systems instead of simple applications of cloud computing to
cyber‐physical systems.

Definition, benefits and challenges



Develop into：

possessing
self-control

ability

computing, scheduling and decision

Cloud control system Human control system

Knee‐jerk reaction is controlled by spinal cord while
complex movements need participation of brain and cerebellum。

Cloud control system is architecturally
similar with human control system. 

About computational mode, cloud is different from subsystem 
just as brain and cerebellum is different from spinal cord.

Definition, benefits and challenges



Large information processing and storage capability

Efficient resource utilization

Wide information sharing

Trend of intelligent control

Complements to the aggregate trend of 
computational resource in information field

Provide a platform for developing new algorithms like
some software stores (open competitions for designs
and systems, and open-source software)

Advantages

Definition, benefits and challenges



【Challenges】
Definition, benefits and challenges

Problems existing in cloud computing and cyber-physical system

Problems existing in networked control systems, for example, 
communication delay, computation time, bandwidth

Primary problems in control system (real-time control, transient and 
steady-state performance) 

Which parts of the algorithm are to be processed by the cloud? How to 
process those parts in the cloud?

New and particular problems in cloud control system; theory about cloud 
control system; performance evaluation
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 The controller CT receives measured outputs from the plant P, and generates the
manipulated variable sets according to the model-based networked predictive control
algorithm.

 During the initial phase, the cloud control system only involves two nodes in the
predefined broadcast domain and it is actually a NCS.

 The rudiment of the cloud control systems proposed is divided into two phases: initial
phase (NCS phase) and cloud control phase.

 The cloud control task starts from the initial phase, in this phase the control system is
initialized as a NCS, which involves controller CT and the controlled plant P.

A rudiment of cloud control systems

CT
P1iC

2iC
3iC

4iC

5iC

 CT: not only controller but also 
task management node.

 P: controlled plant

 Ci: Cloud computing node
(RED and GREEN nodes are
available willing nodes, others
are unavailable)



CT
P1iC

2iC
3iC

4iC

5iC

 In cloud control phase, the node CT is not only a controller but also a task management
node.

 During the beginning period of the cloud control phase, the CT node undertakes two
tasks:

 Apply the predefined control algorithm, generate the manipulated variables, and then
send encapsulated predictive control signals to the node P;

 Keep broadcasting the requirement over the domain to find “suitable successors” to
undertake the control task instead of itself.

A rudiment of cloud control systems



CT
P1iC

2iC
3iC

4iC

5iC

A rudiment of cloud control systems

 A capableness node, for example, , responds to node CT with an acknowledgement,
which includes:

1) The network-induced time delays and data dropout statistics between the node and
the node P (bounded time delay and the maximum consecutive data package dropout

, for example);
2) Computation capability available (may be quantized to positive numbers ).



CT
P1iC

2iC
3iC

4iC

5iC

( ) ( ) ( )i i i iS f N g D h CCA    
monotonically increasing functionspositive weight coefficients  which are designed 

according to the engineering practice

A rudiment of cloud control systems

 Evaluate the superiority of node :



CT
P1iC

2iC
3iC

4iC

5iC

A rudiment of cloud control systems

 The greater the superiority is, the more suitable the node is.

 A list of willing nodes:



 The next step for node CT is to choose some successors from the listed candidates.
 After the cloud controllers are confirmed, node CT delivers a control statement to the

cloud controllers
 At the same time, node CT sends a copy of the current cloud control nodes list to the

plant node P, after node P receives the list, it starts to send its measurements from then
on and also the historical measurements to the cloud control nodes.

CT
P1iC

2iC
3iC

4iC

5iC

A rudiment of cloud control systems



Scheduling
algorithm A

Actuator Plant

CTCT

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

IP Address of Plant

Algorithms and 
Parameters

Dynamic of Plant

Estimate Cost
……

Node IP Add Priority Ranking

C6 Add6 S6 1

C3 Add3 S3 2

C2 Add2 S2 3

CT AddCT SCT 4

40

A rudiment of cloud control systems



Scheduling
algorithm B

Actuator Plant

CTCT

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

A rudiment of cloud control systems
【Cooperative cloud control systems】



 The management of the proposed cloud control system is a dynamic process, node CT
keeps on seeking willing nodes, removing inactive nodes and exchanging information of
current cloud control nodes to node P.

 To maintain the cloud control system works well, all active cloud control nodes send
feedback to the node CT at every sampling time instant, if node CT has not received the
feedback of a particular cloud control node in a predefined duration, this cloud control
node should be removed from the list, and node CT will indicate the first node among
all the inactive willing nodes to substitute the position of the removed node.

A rudiment of cloud control systems
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Workflow scheduling algorithm

Scheduling 
algorithm

Best-effort based

QoS constraint based

Minimize service time,
e.g., Dynamic Critical Path, 
HEFT, TANH, Min-Min 
Algorithm.

Time minimization under 
cost constraints and cost 
minimization under time 
constraints, e.g., Partial 
Critical Path, Serial 
Reduction within Deadline.

 There arise more and more complex workflow in cloud computing.

QoS: deadline, cost, security, etc.

Revenue of cloud provider

Workflow 
scheduling



Scheduling target

Scheduling 
target

Resource 
target

User 
target

Resource utilization

Throughout capacity

Revenue

Others

Single 
target

Time

Cost

Others

Time minimization

Time constraint

Cost minimization

Cost constraint

Multiple 
target

Cost minimization under time constraints

Time minimization under cost constraints

 Priority based time-cost optimization

Others



Cloud workflow application model

 A cloud workflow application can be described as a 3-tuple, Ω(T,Λ,D), where T represents
a set of workflow meta-tasks (1 ≤n), is i-th task, and Λ is a set of directed edges
, , 	, D represents the overall deadline of workflow application specified by

users.
 is the direct preceding task of , and is the direct succeeding task of .
 After all the preceding tasks of are completed, would be executed.
 We artificially add two dummy tasks and as the beginning and ending of the

workflow. These two dummy tasks have zero execution time and they are connected with
0-weight dependencies to the actual entry and exit task.

Tentry Texit

T1

T2

T3

T4

T7

T6

T8

T9

T10

T11

T5

A simple workflow instance



Cloud model

  1 ( )k k k
i i i iS s t c k L i   ， ，

A Candidate 
Service Pool for 

Task Ti

k-th available 
resource of Task 

Ti

Time 
Property

Cost 
Property

 tik and cik are, respectively , the estimated execution time and execution

cost for processing task Ti on service sik .

 L(i) denotes the total number of services available.

 In cloud computing, the execution cost is the most important factor. Therefore,
our performance criteria is to minimize the execution cost of the workflow such
that the workflow can complete before the user specified deadline.



Cloud workflow scheduling
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【Cost minimization under time constraints】
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Resource reservation management in cloud workflows
 Most control systems must process in real time. As more and more applications

are deployed on the cloud platform, how to ensure that CCSs would function
well for real-time tasks?

Task
Critical task

Non-critical
task

Timeslot-based resource 
management

Advance reservation request based 
resource scheduling algorithm

Immediate reservation request 
based resource scheduling 

algorithm



Submit the appropriate 
reservation request for 
critical task and non-

critical task

DAG-based workflow model
=( )s hW L,E,D ,D

Get the deadline, the 
selected resource, and 
the execution time for 

each task

Resource reservation management in cloud workflows



1 1 1 2 3
1 1 1 2 3
0 0 0 2 3
0 0 0 0 3

 
 
 
 
 
 

D

 We use the timeslot in the x-y coordinate to denote the resource reservation; x-
axis denotes the time, where it records the valid period that all the time after the
current time of system; y-axis shows the resources.

【Timeslot-based resource management】
Resource reservation management in cloud workflows
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Advanced reservation request model:

Resource reservation management in cloud workflows



Indices of Revenue Optimization Resource

Schedule algorithm：

 resource utilization rate

 admission rate of advance reservation requests

 ISP total income

Design idea：

 Two stage schedule：soft deadline time based

resource schedule and hard deadline time based

resource schedule;

 Adjust advanced request allocation resource that

has not been utilized

【Advanced reservation-based scheduling algorithm】

Resource reservation management in cloud workflows



Immediate reservation request model:

, ,= ( ( ))i i i m i i i m i
es sd hd

L t ,d ,t ,t ,VM ,r t

 Algorithm design： Advance reservation request has higher priority than

immediate reservation request; resource allocation based on immediate

reservation request can only be satisfied when it does not affect the task based

on advance reservation request, i.e., it can only use the idle timeslot.

 We can design an Easy Backfilling based resource scheduling algorithm

to sufficiently use the resources debris generated by advance reservation

request.

【Immediate reservation-based scheduling algorithm】

Resource reservation management in cloud workflows
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Security

 A layered structure for the complex cloud control system

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

Management 
Supervisory layer

Network 
Communication layer

Control 
Physical layer

Security of the
IT infrastructure

Security of the
Control System

Availability

Integrity

Confidentiality

Eavesdropping

Data Injection

DoS Attack

Deception Attack



Security
 Multiple attacks targeting the cloud control system

Fill in the gaps between 
control, communication 

and computation

 To achieve better adaptation and
resilience in adversary environment,
the control system should be more
distributed and redundant.

Cloud control system just fits the need.



Security
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Applications

Aircraft trajectory optimization

Cloud robotics

Analyzing EEG using cloud computing



Optimization result 1

Aircraft trajectory optimization

Ant 
Colony 1

...

...

Optimization result 2
Optimization result 3
Optimization result 4

Gauss 
pseudospectral 

methodFeedback

Reach
Optimization?

No

Yes

Stop

Subcloud1 Subcloud4

Subcloud n

Dynamic Equations Constraints Optimization

Ant
Colony 2

Ant 
Colony 3

Ant
Colony 4

Subcloud2 Subcloud3

Aircraft trajectory optimization

Cloud 

Aircraft



Aircraft trajectory optimization

Initial conditions:

Final conditions:

Experimental platform



Aircraft trajectory optimization

Gauss pseudospectral method

Ant colony algorithm



Google's James Kuffner coined the term "Cloud Robotics" in 2010. Cloud 
Robot and Automation systems can be broadly defined as any robot or 
automation system that relies on data or code from a network to support 
its operation, i.e., not all sensing, computation, and memory are 
integrated into a single standalone system. 

 Application areas：autonomous mobile robots, cloud medical robots, service 
robots, industrial robots

 Application cases：RoboEarth、KnowRob、RoboBrain、“Ke Jia” intelligent 
service robot.

Cloud robotics



Map‐Reduce framework

 Ericson et al. trained the neural network and classified the EEG signals
from multiple users to infer their intended actions in a distributed
environment, which allowed a user to initiate actions such as keyboard
input or control the motion of their wheelchair.

Analyzing EEG using cloud computing



Ericson K, Pallickara S, Anderson C W. Analyzing electroencephalograms using cloud 
computing techniques[C]. In: Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Cloud 
Computing Technology and Science (CloudCom), Athens, Greece, 2010: 185-192.

Classification time

The results demonstrated the suitability for classifying multiple
EEG streams in real‐time.

Analyzing EEG using cloud computing
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Xia Y Q. From networked control systems to cloud control systems [C]. In: 
Proceedings of the 31st Chinese Control Conference (CCC), Hefei, China, 
2012: 5878-5883.

Xia Y Q. Cloud control systems [J]. IEEE/CAA Journal of Automatica Sinica, 
2015, (2): 134-142.

Published papers
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 CCSs have some potential advantages and would play important role in
many areas. Intelligent transportation systems can benefit from the
development of CCSs.

Intelligent transportation system



 Smart homes can be controlled by the cloud control system.

Smart home/building



 Robot app stores will be popular in the future as app stores in mobile phone
area today.

 There will be more and more cloud robots.

More cloud robots and the robot app store



Cloud computing

Battlefield environment

 To achieve better optimization, decision
and control, the big data produced under
complex battlefield environment should be
processed efficiently.

 Cloud control system just fits the need.
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